Find the words in the puzzle. Words are hidden →, ↓, and ↘.

BOOKS
BUNNIGULA
BUNNY
CAGE
CARROT
CHESTER
DRACULA
FANGS
GARLIC
HAROLD
LETTUCE
MONROE
MOVIE THEATER
NOCTURNAL
PETE
REFRIGERATOR
SALAD
STEAK
TOBY
VAMPIRE
VEGETABLES
VETERINARIAN
ZUCCHINI
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SOLUTION

Bunnicula

Find the words in the puzzle. Words are hidden →, ↓, and ↘.

BOOKS
BUNNICULA
BUNNY
CARROT
CAGE
CARROT
CHESTER
DRACULA
FANGS
GARLIC
HAROLD
LETUCE
MONROE
MOVIE THEATER
NIGHT
NOCTURNAL
PETE
REFRIGERATOR
SALAD
STEAK
TOBY
VAMPIRE
VEGETABLES
VETERINARIAN
ZUCCHINI